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The Chinese zodiac is a classification scheme that assigns an animal and its reputed attributes to each year
in a repeating 12-year cycle. The 12-year cycle is an approximation to the 11.85-year orbital period of Jupiter,
the largest planet of the Solar System. It and its variations remain popular in many Asian countries including
China, Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, Mongolia, Cambodia, Laos ...
Chinese zodiac - Wikipedia
The Pig is the twelfth of the 12-year cycle of animals which appear in the Chinese zodiac related to the
Chinese calendar.In the continuous sexagenary cycle, every twelfth year corresponds to hai, and is also
commonly called the "Year of the Pig" è±¬.There are also five types of Pigs, named after the Chinese
elements.In order, they are: Metal, Water, Wood, Fire, and Earth.
Pig (zodiac) - Wikipedia
The Chinese zodiac is a mathematical cycle of 12 animals.Each animal represents one year. People are
associated with the zodiac animal for the year that they are born. The 12 animals in order are: Rat, Ox &
Cow, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster & Chicken, Dog, and Pig.Zodiac animals
can also represent hours of the day and directions.
Chinese Zodiac - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
University of South Florida. Community Event 44th Anniversary Celebration and Awards Ceremony
USF Louis de la Parte Florida Mental Health Institute
Grant Programs and Services SAMHSAâ€™s formula and discretionary grant programs support many types
of behavioral health treatments and recovery-oriented services. SAMHSAâ€™s services increase access to
disability income benefits for eligible adults who are experiencing or at risk for homelessness. Learn more
about grant programs and services:
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